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Abstract

The importance of correctly determining the requirements of a system at the very beginning of the development process is a well known fact. Experience shows that the incorrect definition of the requirements leads to the development of deficient systems, increases the cost of its development or even cause projects to fail. Therefore it is crucial for the clients to verify that the planned system satisfies their needs. This means that the system must be described in a form that clients can clearly understand it. In this context, visualization techniques appear as a useful tool to help the users in the process of requirements understanding and validation.

This work proposes the use of 3D visualization techniques to validate the requirements of a system with the user. The use of these techniques can reduce the communication gap between the clients and the developers resulting in a much more effective process of requirements validation. The approach tries to take advantage of the benefits of the 3D visualization, complementing this with the advantages of formal specifications. A tool, called ReqViz3D, that materializes the proposal was developed. This tool allows to specify the requirements in the formal language Z, define a graphical representation of them, and create a 3D animated visualization of their execution through which the users can validate them.

Index Terms: Requirements, Visualization, Requirements Visualization, 3D Graphics, Formal Specifications.

1 The Approach

Meeting user requirements of a software system is a major challenge to software developers. Experience in a number of large projects reveals that a very large percentage of errors were consequence of the imprecision in the earlier stages of the development process [11]. Therefore, it is a well-accepted
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Figure 1: Visualization Process

fact that it is crucial to express user requirements as completely, correctly and unambiguously as possible. Moreover, it is vital for the customers to be able to confirm that the planned system meets their needs, and this means that the system must be described in a way that they can understand it [12].

Many conventional approaches have been applied to validate requirements, but, most of them, fail in detecting errors [6]. On the other hand, formal approaches, give clarity and precision at specification time. In that sense, formal specifications, enable us to denote unambiguously the meaning of a requirements specification document due to their formal syntax and semantics. However, except in safety-critical work, the cost of full verification is prohibitive [5]. Moreover, formal specifications often fail in the user validation process since they are based on formal notations not always comprehensible by users and hence they fit better to software developers than customers. Therefore, in order to overcome these difficulties visualization techniques appear as an interesting alternative to explore.

Visualization is a method to comprehend information by use of diagrams to represent it. Data are transformed into geometric representations that help users in the understanding process as figure 1 shows. In general, graphical representations provide a closer match to the mental model of the users than textual representations and take advantage of their perception capabilities.

At the beginning most of the visualization systems display 2D graphics, but nowadays, more and more applications use 3D graphics in their visual presentations. Using this kind of presentations provides several advantages. The first and, perhaps the most clear one, is a greater information density than two-dimensional presentations as a consequence of a bigger physical space [13]. Also, they help to have a clear perception of the relations between objects by integration of local with global views [8] and by composition of multiples 2D views in a single 3D view [7]. Moreover their similitude with the real world enables us to represent it in a more natural way than 2D. This means that the representation of the objects can be done according to its associated real concept, the interactions can be more powerful and the animations can be even more real.

In spite of their success in numerous computing areas, little research has been reported in the area of requirements visualization. The previous approaches enable developers to validate visually the specification of a system with the user, but their poor expressive graphics make difficult understanding [9, 4]. Moreover, neither of the works make use of current 3D graphics capabilities in order to present more real animations. However, 3D visualization techniques can be a powerful tool to
facilitate the analysis and understanding of requirements.

In this context, the main objective of this work is using 3D visualization and animation techniques to validate requirements with the user. This work proposes the use of 3D visualization techniques to validate the requirements of a system with the user. The use of these techniques could reduce the communication gap between the customer and developer resulting in a more effective requirements validation process [10]. The approach tries to take advantage of the benefits of the 3D visualization, complementing this with the advantages of formal specifications.

A tool, called REQVIZ3D, that materializes the proposal was developed. This tool allows to specify the requirements in the formal language Z [15], define a graphical representation of them, and create a 3D animated visualization of theirs execution through which the users can validate them (figure 2 presents an informal model of the requirements validation process).

The main contribution of this work is the use of 3D visualization techniques to validate the requirements of a system and help, consequently, to avoid the propagation of errors in the requirements to the last stages of the development process, where its correction is much more expensive. In addition, the incorporation of the third dimension contributes to represent the requirements in a more natural way than using bidimensional graphics because of its similarity with the real world.

Also, a prototype tool was developed. This tool assist the developer in several stages in the development process: from requirements specification in Z and definition of graphical objects, to animation and execution of requirements in a 3D world. This prototype was developed based on architectural design driven by patterns. This process brings benefits that impact directly on understanding, reuse, evolution, analysis and documentation management of the system.

Figure 2: Requirements Validation Process
2 The Tool

The figure 3 presents a global system view of REQViZ3D that defines a blueprint of the overall structure of the application and corresponds to the architectural model Model-View-Controller [3]. This model prescribes the division of an interactive application in three parts, the Model that represents the application functionality, the View responsible for the output interface and the Controller responsible for the input handling.

In order to animate a Z specification it is translated to PROLOG so executed. A logic programming language is a very interesting choice for translating a specification language as Z which is based on first order logic. The conceptual gap between a logic programming language (which is a subset of a first order logic) and an specification based on logic is significatively less than a specification based on logic and an imperative language [2].

As we developed REQViZ3D in JAVA, a way to integrate JAVA and PROLOG was needed. This integration was done using JAVALog [1]. JAVALog is a PROLOG interpreter written in JAVA designed to allow easy integration between JAVA and PROLOG mixing Logic/OO paradigms. Also, trying to take advantage of 3D visualizations we developed the View subsystem on the top of JAVA3D [14]. JAVA3D is an application programming interface for writing three-dimensional graphics applications and applets. Also, several examples were developed using this tool, as figure 4 shows: an automatic teller machine, a vending machine and a lift system.
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Figure 4: Examples


